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Solent Futures
Get your CV or application checked
Drop in to see us, Monday to Friday between 11am and 4pm, no 
appointment necessary. 

One-to-one advice
Book a careers guidance appointment for in-depth advice, careers 
guidance and mock interviews.

Online resources
Please visit the careers page on the portal to access our careers 
resources via Solent Futures Online.

Events and workshops
Look out for employer events, enterprise boot camps, guest speakers 
and other sessions.

Jobs and other opportunities
Please visit the careers page on the portal to access Solent Futures 
Online where you can search for jobs and opportunities. 

Contact us
RM001
careers@solent.ac.uk
023 8201 3883 
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Introduction
The aim of this guide is to support you in creating a CV that is 
professional and showcases your skills, ability and experience to 
a future employer. The guide provides information on researching 
the employer and analysing the job description to help you produce 
a targeted and professional CV. 
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Employer 
research 
Before you start applying for a job, make sure that you  
research the employer and have an understanding of who  
your prospective employer is, their vision and the environment  
in which they operate. 

Although you can never know exactly who will be reading your CV/
covering letter, you can get to know the company and evidence this 
knowledge in your application. If your application is tailored towards  
the specific company and job, you stand a much higher chance of  
being called for an interview. 

The following points should give you an idea of where to start  
your research:

Name
•  Make sure you know the employer’s full name and carefully check  

the spelling.

Know where to look
•  The corporate website, especially the ‘about careers’ and  

recruitment sections
•  The organisation’s social media accounts: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram (what tone is used: fun, friendly, formal?)
•  In the news: search for press releases and any stories or headlines for 

this organisation. Set up a Google alert.
•  Trade and specialist publications, and, for large companies, annual 

reports (available from the library).

General background information
•  How does this employer like to see itself?
•  What are its stated or implied core values?
• What emotions does the employer’s brand create? 
•  How does the organisation brand itself and what do you think  

about this?

Outline of main business and general information
• What products does it make/services does it provide?
•  What is the organisation’s mission statement and how would  

you sum this up in your own words?
•  Main location (HQ) and regional locations
•  Size and annual turnover.

Clients and customers
• Who uses this organisation’s products/services?
• In which countries does this organisation operate?

 Main competitors
•  What other organisations operate in this area or offer similar  

products/services?
•  How do these organisations compare? In what ways are they  

different/similar?

The Graduate job and the recruitment process

• What do you need to find out about the organisation as an employer?
• What does the position/graduate programme involve?
•  Contact details for the recruitment team; name of person/people  

in charge
•  Has this organisation won any awards related to recruitment and the 

workplace (for example, TARGET jobs National Graduate Recruitment 
Awards, Stonewall Top Employers) or its products and services?

•  What do current graduates say? (Read profiles on the employer website, 
glassdoor.co.uk and targetjobs.co.uk.)

•  What training and development is on offer? How is this structured  
and delivered?

•  What are the opportunities for progression and career development?
•  From reading the employer’s literature and exploring other sources  

of information, what is your general feeling about this organisation?
•  Why would you like to work for this employer?
•  What could you offer this employer?

TIPS: 

TIP: Check out the employer insights reports at 
https://targetjobs.co.uk/employer-hubs

You’ll find an overview of numerous graduate  
employers, including information on their recruitment 
processes and top tips on their applications, interviews 
and assessments.
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Analysing the  
job advert and 
tailoring your CV
The job advert has been carefully constructed by employers  
to show potential candidates what they are looking for.

It is essential that you read it carefully, enabling you to tailor your 
CV and demonstrate the skills and experience you have which are 
relevant to the post. Start with a highlighter and highlight the key 
responsibilities, skills and personal attributes that the employer is 
looking for. This will really help you to make your application targeted, 
clear and concise. 

See the example below:

Graduate Sales and Marketing Executive  

Working as a team player alongside the national accounts directors,  
you will be a key point of contact within the commercial organisation 
and will be responsible for managing relationships with two major 
grocery retailers.

The role involves advising buyers on price changes and promotions, 
and introducing new lines. You will need to be proactive, demonstrate 
excellent communication skills and be dedicated to working towards 
the company’s key performance indicators. 

Our growing company is on target to double its turnover in the  
next five years and is seeking ambitious and dynamic graduates who  
want to be part of an exciting team and develop their career within  
a fast-paced, challenging environment. If you have a business or  
marketing degree and a high level of commercial awareness, we 
would love to hear from you. In return we offer a competitive salary  
and excellent career prospects. 

Responsibilities include:
•  Managing buyer relationships with retailers and advising buyers  

on price changes and promotions
• Promoting consumer brands
• Managing retail stock levels
• Working to divisional KPIs (key performance indicators).

Team player 
A good team player can adjust to the company culture and work 
effectively with different types of people. Provide an example of when 
you have worked in a team to achieve a goal. 

Managing relationships
Show that you have the ability to establish and build professional 
relationships with people – for example, being a peer mentor at 
university or compromising with your class peers in a group work task. 

Proactive 
Take positive action and use your initiative without waiting for 
instruction. Provide an example demonstrating when you have showed 
leadership or vision on a project/live brief, and so on. 

Communication skills 
The ability to communicate with a wide range of people at all different 
levels within the company. Provide an example of when you have 
worked on a project with a wide range of people from your course/
placement/work experience, and so on. 

Dedicated to achieving key performance indicators
KPIs are company targets used to demonstrate how effectively a 
company is achieving its key business objectives. Provide an example of 
when you have worked towards targets or objectives and achieved  
a successful outcome. 

Fast-paced, challenging environment
The employer wants to see that you can work under pressure without 
panicking. Emphasise examples of high performance in difficult 
environments, such as working to deadlines, or with limited resources 
or demanding clients. 

Business or marketing degree
Don’t underestimate the power of what you have learnt in your degree. 
Think about how certain modules/projects relate to the job description.

Commercial awareness 
An interest in business and an understanding of the wider organisation 
in which a company operates. Show that you have an understanding  
of what the establishment wants to achieve, its ethos, vision, 
competitors, and so on.

Key Words 

If you’re applying for a job online, your CV will often 
need to contain the right keywords to get through to 
the next stage. Keywords are job-specific phrases and 
terminology, and can include particular qualifications  
or areas of expertise. Check the job description to 
identify what these are and make sure you’re including 
them at natural and appropriate points in your CV.
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Selling your skills
There are key employability skills and personal attributes that 
employers will be looking for. 

Use your experience gained during study, work experience, placements, 
volunteering, clubs, societies and part-time work to evidence that 
you have the competencies that the employer wants. Here are some 
examples of the ways in which you can demonstrate the skills that 
employers value. 

Communication skills 
• Prepared and delivered a presentation or speech 
• Written essays, dissertations, reports, projects related to your course
• Broadcasted on university radio
• Created publicity materials for events.

Teamwork
• Worked on a team project during your course
• Active member of a sports team or society
•  Worked with others in your part-time job/volunteering to achieve  
a certain goal

• Played in a band/concert.

Flexibility/adaptability 
• Covered a colleague at work at short notice
• Adapted your style of working to work better with peers on your course
•  Successfully changed courses
• Tried new things outside your comfort zone. 

Initiative  
• Discovered a better way to do something
• Proactively arranged a placement or work experience 
•  Started an enterprise business plan 
• Got on with a task without being asked.

Leadership 
• Taught a group or trained a colleague
• Chaired a team or society
• Had a role of responsibility, such as student ambassador or course rep
• Mentored another student.

Problem solving  
• Addressed a difficult topic or sensitive issue
• Identified an issue and found a solution to it
• Worked around a difficulty or a constraint
• Dealt with a situation to keep everyone in your group satisfied.

Interpersonal communication  
(life skills we use every day to communicate and interact with others) 
• Motivated others on your course, or in your part-time job
• Remained calm and helped defuse a difficult situation
• Listened to others in order to reach a decision
• Showed diplomacy and helped solve a conflict.

Numeracy  
• Operated a till and handled money
• Work experience/placement in a job using numbers
• Appointed treasurer for a club or society
•  Completed a course or unit that involved maths, statistics  

or data analysis.

Digital/computer literacy  
• Designed a website for a business idea
• Used social media to promote the Summer Ball
• Confident user of LinkedIn/Twitter
• Produced reports and graphs using Excel.

Networking 
•  Attended a university fair and spoke with industry professionals/ 

employers
•  Participated in a course-related event and shared ideas with students 

from another university
• Joined a mentoring scheme.

Customer service 
•  Provided first-class customer service, taking care of customer needs and 

ensuring that the customer was satisfied 
• Resolved a customer enquiry effectively 
• Remained calm when dealing with a customer complaint 
•  Helped out at an open day, assisting members of the public with 

enquiries in a friendly and helpful manner. 

Time management 
•  Prioritised workload to complete university assignments by the deadline
•  Organised time effectively to ensure prompt arrival at course  

  placements
•  Planned an event and ensured the activities did not overrun by  

working to strict timings.

Relevant work experience
•  Having relevant work experience is often deemed to be essential  

by many employers
•  If you haven’t got relevant experience, you may want to consider  

a skills-based CV.
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Convincing 
language 
Using accurate and powerful verbs can help make your CV more 
interesting and dynamic. Using verbs at the beginning of sentences 
can be very powerful. 

Here are some examples of words and phrases that you may find useful. 
Remember that these must be backed up with examples, otherwise 
they are meaningless. 

Experience
• Demonstrated skills in
•  Extensive academic/ 

practical background
• Experience in all aspects of
• Knowledge of
• Proficient in
• Provided assistance to
• Competent in

Personal attributes  
• Committed to
• Dedicated to
• Enthusiastic
• Actively sought
• Driven by
• Motivated by 

Success
• Promoted to
• Succeeded in
•  Proven track record in
• Generated
• Launched
• Expanded
• Rewarded for

Tasks
• Analysed
• Evaluated
•  Assessed
• Collated
• Created 
• Initiated
• Suggested
• Managed 
• Organised
• Presented
• Researched
• Liaised with

Ability 
• Trained in
• Proficient in
•  Competent in
• Working knowledge of
• Expert in 
• Proven ability to
• Professional use of 
• Familiar with

Responsibilities 
• Responsible for
• In charge of
• Administered
• Project managed
• Conducted
• Coordinated
• Supervised
• Represented 
• Managed
• Led
• Assigned to
• Directed
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Disclosing 
information  
about a disability  
You do not have any legal obligation to disclose a disability  
on your CV or covering letter. It is your own personal choice. 

When making this decision, you should consider whether your disability 
raises a potential health and safety issue – for example, if you have 
epilepsy and may experience a seizure at work. Another factor in this 
decision is whether or not you require any adjustments to enable you 
to undertake your day-today work or even to attend the interview.

Here is an example of how you can positively disclose a disability:

Additionally, I have a very high degree of flexibility and adaptability 
which has been developed largely as a positive consequence of  
my disability which has never restricted my ability to provide an 
excellent service to my employers and customers. I have a strong  
desire to develop a career in management and am particularly 
interested in working for Excell Employ as I have a keen interest  
in the ongoing development of the IT industry.

To find out more
Please visit solent.ac.uk/careers/equality-and-employment/
disability-disclosure on the portal for further information.

“
”

TIPS: 

•  Always present your disability in a way that will  
show you in a positive light. 

•  Emphasise how your disability may have 
enhanced your skills and abilities in some areas. 

•  Employers want enthusiastic and positive employees, 
so concentrate on achievements and skills. 

•  Look for disability-positive employers. 
These employers are committed to promoting 
opportunities for people with disabilities. 

•  Only discuss your disability in terms of its 
relevance to your performance in the job. 

•  Don’t assume the employer will have a negative 
attitude – your experiences and skills may give you 
the edge over other candidates. Employers have 
excellent equal opportunities and recruitment 
practices. 
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International 
students
The typical UK CV will differ from CVs/resumes in other countries. 
You will be expected to identify relevant skills for a job vacancy 
and provide examples of how you are developing those skills. 

The typical UK CV will therefore require more than just a list of your 
academic qualifications and experience.

Before you start drafting your CV, think about what you can contribute 
to an organisation. Reflect positively on your international background 
and experience, and write about the aspects of your background that 
could help you make a distinct contribution. 

Consider the following:

Language skills
Your knowledge of more than one language could help an organisation 
communicate with their overseas markets or suppliers. 

Cultural awareness
You could use your particular cultural background to advise and inform 
an organisation on how to make the right impact on their international 
customers and clients.

Knowledge of both UK and overseas business practice
If you have worked in your home country as well as having gained some 
work experience in the UK, you may have developed overseas contacts 
and networks. This could be used to help a UK organisation reach the 
right people and organisations to maximise their export potential.

Converting qualifications abroad
You may want to consider converting your qualifications if you are 
applying for an opportunity abroad. To find out more about the 
recognition of qualifications, see ENIC-NARIC (enic-naric.net).

CV design in other countries
Be aware that CVs and covering letters are presented differently  
in other countries. The following websites, expatica.com and 
justlanded.com provide country-specific career and employment 
information, including CV design. Prospects also has very  
informative specific information on working in different countries  
(prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-experience/working-abroad). 
GradLink Central & Eastern Europe www.gradlinkcee.com is a 
careers site for students/graduates from Central & Eastern Europe 
who have been studying in the UK and has some helpful employability 
information including CV advice.

Visa requirements
If you are not sure about your visa restrictions, please check  
https://www.gov.uk/visas-immigration. There is no requirement  
to declare your visa status on your CV; however, you will need to 
declare this to the employer, should you be offered the job.
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CV basics
There is no such thing as a perfect CV or a format that will  
be successful every time. 

However, there are some general guidelines to follow that will help to 
present your CV in the best possible light.

In this section you will find different CV examples and a simple 
checklist.

What can your CV include? 
The order of your CV is your choice and will depend on the type of CV 
you are writing, and the opportunity you are applying for.

• Name and contact details
• Profile/summary
• Education
•   Employment history/work experience (paid or unpaid)/volunteering
• Skills
• Achievements/awards
• Interests
• Professional Memberships

Presentation 
The way you present your CV is your choice and there is no correct way. 
However, you may want to consider the following when thinking about 
the style and presentation:

• Use the same formatting throughout your CV
• Use a clear, legible font in size 10–12
•  Choose one simple way to highlight sections rather than a mixture of 

bold, underline, capitals and italics, unless designing a creative CV
• Use short sentences rather than long paragraphs
•  Keep your CV to 1–2 pages 
• Bullet points can help keep your CV clear and concise.

Although there are no set rules, you will want to make certain your 
spelling, grammar and punctuation are correct.

Prioritising information
Allocate space on your CV according to the relevance of the information. 
Give more space to parts of your experience that are most relevant to 
the job you are applying for. If you did a related module in your degree, 
give some details about it (such as grades and assignments).

Be sure to include any relevant specialist skills and knowledge. 
When listing details, make sure your most recent attainments appear 
first and then work backwards.

Profile/summary
If you are planning to include a profile section, you may discover that  
it is one of the most challenging sections to get right. In order to help 
focus your writing, you could use the following prompts:

• Situation
• Skills
• Selling point

Writing a sentence on each of these three points could provide you with 
a structure to your profile.

As a second-year photography student with an interest in portrait  
and street photography, I am experienced in the use of a wide range  
of camera and studio equipment, and fully competent in Adobe 
Photoshop and Camera RAW. In 2017 I was a semi-finalist in the  
London Festival of Photography. I am keen to perfect my studio 
skills and develop a varied portfolio.

Sending your CV via email
Most CVs are either sent to an employer via email or uploaded to an 
online job board. Here are a few points to consider when sending/
uploading your CV electronically:

• Save your final CV as a PDF.
• Double check that you are sending your most recent and relevant CV.
•  Check the file name clearly says what it is – for example, 

MartinSmithCV.pdf.
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CV Checklist
Before sending your CV take a look at this simple checklist to make 
sure you’ve thought of everything. 

Research
•  Have you looked at the company website? Researched the employer? 

(see page 2)
•  Have you looked at the skills/qualities/knowledge required for this job 

and read the job description thoroughly?
•  Are you familiar with industry terminology? You will find job profiles for 

most occupations at www.prospects.ac.uk.  

Content
•     Is your CV relevant for this employer/vacancy?
•     Have you communicated your unique selling point and clearly stated 

how your experience and knowledge gained from your degree is 
relevant to the job?

•  Is your CV injected with powerful convincing language? (see page 5)
•  Have you provided evidence for all the skills/qualities required? 

(see page 4).

Design
•  Is your CV clear, concise and easy to read? Have you checked the 

grammar/spelling?
•  Does it look professional, and is it consistent? Spacing, alignment, 

font etc.
•  Consider the layout. Make sure your best selling points/most relevant 

information stands out.

Before sending
•  Seek feedback from Solent Futures, academic staff, friends and/or 

family.
•  Make sure your social media accounts show you in a professional 

manner. Many employers look them up on receipt of receiving a CV.
•  Save a copy of your CV and make a list of all the positons you have 

applied for. This will help you keep track.

Solent Futures Online has some useful resources and guidance. 

https://solentfutures.careercentre.me/Quick-CV   – Get started with this CV builder 
https://solentfutures.careercentre.me/cv360  – Get instant feedback from CV360, a resource that scores your CV. 

The following websites provide examples of different types of CVs and helpful tips.

www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/cvs-and-cover-letters/example-cvs 

www.targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice/applications-and-cvs/667275-the-big-guide-to-cv-writing-make-our-template-your-own 

www.cv-library.co.uk/career-advice/cv/how-to-write-a-cv-tips/ 

CV Examples and Resources 
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Creative CVs
Creative CVs are an effective way of presenting yourself in a unique 
and personal way while evidencing and showcasing your skills, abilities 
and attributes to the employer. Like the more traditional CV, content 
is key, so make sure you start with content and then think about your 
presentation and design. 

Creative CVs come in many formats, including infographics, video, 
animated, and 3D. Think carefully about what you feel will be well 
received by the industry/employer you are applying to, while ensuring 
your CV reflects your personality and skills in a professional manner. 

Examples of industries where creative CVs are common:

• Art and performance
• Design
• Illustration and animation
•   Architecture
• Media production and design
• Journalism and publishing
• Advertising, PR and marketing
• Fashion
• IT – Development and design

Top Tips

Content
The way you present your CV is your choice and there is no correct way. 
However, you may want to consider the following when thinking about 
the style and presentation:

• Content first, then design.
•  Tailor your content to the industry/company you are applying to.

Research is key!
•  If writing a profile section, think about your key specialisms and

influences, mediums in which you work, what you enjoy, and your USP
(unique selling point). Make sure your profile reads well – it’s likely to be
the first thing an employer reads.

•  Highlight your key selling points, skills (creative and technical),
knowledge and experience. How have you got these? Through your
degree? Freelancing? You may also have got experience through live
projects, competitions, work experience, and exhibitions.

•  Make sure you add links to your professional online presence, such as
your portfolio, blog, LinkedIn and Instagram. These could showcase your
skills and make you more employable.

•  Prioritise content effectively based on what you feel will help you stand
out and be of most interest to the employer.

Design
•  Make sure that the design is clear and concise and doesn’t overshadow

the content.
•  Avoid using capitalisation for the text as this can be hard to read.
• Think about the colours used and attention to detail.
•  Think about the design you use and whether it complements the

style of your other self-promotion such as online portfolios, LinkedIn,
business cards, etc. This helps create your own personal brand.

• Keep your creative CV to one page if possible.

Resources for ideas and inspiration
• www.canva.com
• www.bit.ly/2UCJEhB
• www.pinterest.com
•  www.bit.ly/2ORUvRr
• www.artquest.org.uk – Artist CV 

Video CV 
Video CVs can be a powerful way of getting you noticed. For more advice 
on video CVs including what to include and tips on creating an effective 
video, check out https://www.totaljobs.com/insidejob/how-to-create-a-
great-video-cv and https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/cvs-and-
cover-letters/create-a-great-video-cv 

The Solent Futures team have selected a few examples from YouTube of 
video CVs that we feel display a high level of professional and creative 
content. 

https://bit.ly/2qVUUII (Kelly Zheng)

https://bit.ly/2Ds0ESp (Charlotte Rollin)

https://bit.ly/2OW9N7W (Giulla F)
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A covering letter or email is an essential part of the application 
process, whether you are applying speculatively or for an 
advertised position. 

You can normally attach a covering letter to an online application.  
The covering letter is used to introduce yourself to an employer, and  
to highlight key skills and the reasons for your application. You can use 
the body of the letter if you are applying via email or attach it as a pdf.

The following layout provides a guide to the information you  
might want to include in your covering letter/email – the order  
of the paragraphs is flexible.

Example layout of covering letter or email:

Date

Employer’s address 

Salutation
• Dear Ms Smith or Dear Sir or Madam
•  Get a contact name where possible as this creates a good first 

impression. 

Heading 
• Job title/job reference/purpose of letter 

Introduction 
•  Indicate whether you are responding to an advertised job  

or applying speculatively. 
• Introduce your current situation.
•  Make clear what you are hoping to achieve. 
• Demonstrate your enthusiasm for and knowledge of the job. 

Your main strengths clearly linked to the  
person specification
•  Convince the employer you are the right person for the job by 

highlighting relevant experience and skills. 
• Emphasise key features from your CV. 
•  Give evidence of relevant skills, using examples from your coursework, 

employment and other interests. 

Knowledge of the job and company 
 •  Say why you want the job and show you have researched the company, 

profession or job. 
• Communicate what interests you about the organisation. 
• Describe how you would be an asset to the organisation. 

Positive ending 
•  Restate your interest and summarise your suitability and enthusiasm  

for the company. 
•  Be proactive and state how you will follow up the letter. 
• End the letter positively and remember to sign it. 

Valediction
•  ‘Yours sincerely’ (when you know the recipient’s name) or ‘Yours 

faithfully’ (for Dear Sir or Madam)
• Your name
•  Enc/s (if you are enclosing your CV or application)

Covering letter/
email
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INTRODUCTION
Despite changes to the way employers receive applications now, 
with video CVs, creative CVs and LinkedIn profiles becoming 
more popular, many organisations will still request a completed 
application form.

It’s less likely to be a printed and handwritten form, and more likely to be 
an online form. Either way, an application form is your chance to let an 
employer know how and why you’re perfect for the job. 

This guide will give you useful hints, tips and advice to help you complete 
any job application form.
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Before starting any piece of written work you should research and 
prepare carefully and thoroughly – and an application form is no 
exception. Use the checklist below before starting any applications.

W H O  US E S  A PPL I C AT I O N
F O R M S  A N D  W H Y ?

PREPARATION

Many large organisations, graduate recruiters, local councils and 
government departments, as well as the wider public sector, will require 
you to complete an application form. This can be for a number of 
reasons, such as:
• Shortlisting method prior to sending out interview invites
• Requirement set by the human resources department
• Making the recruitment process more efficient, practical and systematic
•  Allowing the process to be more consistent, with set questions to 

answer
• Method of obtaining information that isn’t always included in a CV
• Way to assess candidates’ motivation
•  Assessing candidates’ essential skills, such as spelling, grammar and 

punctuation.

Gather all relevant information that may be required, so that you don’t have to keep stopping to find 
information out, including:

• National Insurance number
• Names, addresses and phone numbers for all previous and current employers
• Dates of your periods of work and study
• Exam results and dates
• Reasons for leaving previous employment
• Starting and leaving salary of previous employment
• Contact details of referees

Research the employer

• Read any information included with the application pack
• Take a look at the recruitment and other relevant pages of their website
• Search for and follow them on LinkedIn 

Research the job role

• Read the job description
• Identify the key skills and qualities required and consider examples you can use to show you have these

Read the completion instructions carefully before starting

• Can you save sections and go back to them later?
• Do you need to complete it all in one go?
• Does it time out if you don’t interact with it for a while?
• Check carefully which sections you need to complete as you may not be required to do all of them
• Can you attach additional documents such as your CV or supporting statements?

Print it out and practise first
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Although application forms can vary quite significantly from one 
organisation to the next, this guide will talk you through how to 
complete each section by using the Solent application form as an 
example. 

Which job?
In most cases each job role being advertised will have a reference number 
as well as a title. This is usually to enable human resources staff or the 
computer system to quickly sort relevant applications into the correct 
place. 

It’s essential to get this bit right as you don’t want to end up applying for 
a completely different job to the one you intended!

Personal details 
This should be the easiest part of the application form. But remember 
to be consistent – don’t refer to yourself as one thing on an application 
form and something different on LinkedIn or your CV. Think about which 
email address to use and make sure you check it regularly. If you still 
have the same email account that you set up in school, you might want 
to consider changing this to a more professional sounding email address 
now. You don’t want your potential new boss having to contact you at 
fluffybunny95@hitmail.com!

SECTION BY SECTION

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF:

Vacancy Ref no. / Post Title

PERSONAL DETAILS

Surname: First name: Title:

Email Address:

Home Address: Telephone Number:

Mobile Number:

NI Number:

TIPS: 

1.  Enter the job title and reference code accurately.
2. Use your full and proper name.
3. Use a professional-sounding email address.
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Qualifications
It’s rare to find an application form that doesn’t ask for details of your 
education and qualifications, but the amount of room provided for you 
to enter this information can vary. If it’s a paper form, there isn’t much 
you can do to expand box sizes so, if you think you need it, check to see 
if it’s OK to attach additional pages to enable you to include everything 
you need to.

If the form is online, have a look to see if the boxes will expand or if 
there is the facility to add extra lines. Again, if this isn’t possible, look to 
see if you’re able to attach additional documents when submitting the 
application form. You could also try consolidating qualifications into 
boxes rather than giving every subject its own line, like in the example 
below:

would become:

But what is important is that you include as many details as you can 
that they have asked for. If it doesn’t state a preference, always put your 
most recent qualification first and work backwards– this is often called 
reverse chronological order. Remember to fill in every box – it’s not OK 
to leave dates or grades blank.

TIPS: 

1.  Be concise.
2. Enter in reverse chronological order.
3. Complete every box.

QUALIFICATIONS

Please include all relevant qualifications you currently hold and those you are working towards.

Qualification Subject Grade Place of Study Dates from/to

Qualification Subject Grade Place of Study Dates from/to

A Level English Literature A Itchen College 2015 - 2017

A Level Art & Design B Itchen College 2015 - 2017

Qualification Subject Grade Place of Study Dates from/to

A Level English Literature,

Art & Design

A, B Itchen College 2015 - 2017
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Professional memberships
As a graduate who is new into the job market, this section 
might be one that you won’t have anything to put in at the 
moment. But it could be that through your course you were 
a student member of a professional body, so if you’re unsure,                                                                                                                     
check with your tutor. 

Examples from Solent include:

•  Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) – 
Membership is built into the MA in Human Resource Management. 

•  Institution of Engineering Designers (IED) – BA (Hons) Product 
Design students can enjoy free student membership for the duration 
of their studies, as well as their first year of graduate membership.

•  Association of Photographers (AOP) – Solent’s photography 
programmes are affiliated with the AOP, allowing students to obtain 
student membership for free.

•  Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology (IMarEST) 
– Students who complete the MSc Shipping Operations can apply for 
associate membership of the IMarEST upon graduation.

When completing this section, state which professional body it was. 
The class of membership should be stated on your membership card 
and will usually be student, associate or full. The ‘date’ is the date 
that your membership first started.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Professional Body Class of Membership Date
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Current or most recent employment 
This section is relatively self-explanatory. You’re being asked to put the 
details of the most recent job you held or the job you are currently in. 
Sometimes within this section you’ll be asked for the reason for leaving. 
You need to be honest without being negative about a role or employer. 
The objective of an application form is to get you an interview invite, so 
providing negative information, such as being fired from your last job, 
may give an employer an excuse not to interview you. 

Employment history
Just like the previous section, this section is relatively self-explanatory 
but there are a few things that may trip you up here. Remember to read 
any instructions properly and follow them implicitly. If there are no 
instructions, the general rule is that you would put your most recent 
role at the top and then work backwards. Some employers will want the 
details of every job you’ve ever had, while others state that they only 
want to know about roles you’ve held in the past five years. 

References 
When completing an application form, you’ll often have to supply at 
least two references.  

Application forms usually ask for the contact details of your referees. 
Be courteous and always ask your referees’ permission before you pass 
on their details.

Employer reference
An employer reference can come from a placement, part-time work, 
work experience or volunteering opportunity. These references often 
outline your work skills and how well you worked in a team – these 
opinions are usually very valuable to new employers. References from 
family and friends are not acceptable, even if they have employed you. 

Academic reference
If you have only had one period of employment, one of your references 
may need to be an academic reference. At Solent, the Student Hub can 
supply an academic reference but this will only confirm your course, 
study dates and award. An academic member of staff, such as your tutor 
or course leader, can provide you with a personal reference, but it will not 
be written on University notepaper or signed using their University title.  

CURRENT OR MOST RECENT EMPLOYER:

Employer’s Name and Address:

Position Held:

Start Date: Salary:

Date Left / Notice Required:

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF:

Dates from/to Employer Job Title Reason for leaving
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Personal statement 
This is usually the section on an application form with the most amount 
of space. Take this as a big hint that this is the section where the 
employer expects you to have the most to say.

DO NOT LEAVE THIS SPACE EMPTY

This is, arguably, the most important section on the application form. 
Surprisingly, it’s the one that a lot of candidates will either leave blank 
or just write the bare minimum in.

This section is your opportunity to sell yourself to the employer and 
should be thought about and planned very carefully.

Watch out for word or character limits. If they have provided a fixed 
space, attempt to fill the whole space. If the space provided is not 
enough, check to see if you’re able to attach an additional sheet, but try 
not to ramble. Remember, employers do not have unlimited amounts of 
time to read applications.

Despite often being called the personal statement, don’t let this title 
mislead you. Employers, at this stage, generally do not care about your 
hobbies and interests. What they want to know is: can you do the job 
that you have applied for? Do not treat this section in the same way as 
you would have treated a UCAS personal statement – despite having the 
same title, they are very different things. 

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE / REASONS FOR APPLYING

Please describe and provide examples of how you meet the criteria outlined on the person profile for the role.

How to complete this section:

• Read the instructions on the application form and stick to them.
•  Look at the job description and highlight or make a note of everything 

the employer wants that you have.
• Write down your reasons for wanting the job.
• Write down why you want to work for that particular employer.
•  Create a Word document first and then either copy and paste or 

transcribe this into the application form.
•  Split your answer into sections to make it easier to organise what 

you want to say and for an employer to quickly see the important 
information. You could use the words you highlighted in the job 
description as subheadings.

• Write using full sentences broken up into small paragraphs.
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It’s important to tailor the personal statement to the role you’re 
applying for. Take a highlighter to the job description and make 
sure you include everything the employer is looking for that you 
have. 

Children’s Sport Coach

Location
London

Employer
UK Sport

Hours
10 hours per week Monday to Friday 

Job Description

We are looking for a confident and dedicated leader who is able to work as part of our growing team. We would like somebody who 
has a wealth of knowledge in sport coaching, teaching or childcare and can lead a group of children to work towards their long-term 
development. You must have a passion for what we do and be able to contribute to the continuous progression of the club. 

Daily Tasks Include:

• Delivering fun and engaging sport sessions for children ranging from 18 months to 13 years.
• Supporting new coaches in their development and helping progress them to a lead coach status.
• Liaising with customers to provide feedback, to discuss their child’s development and to promote upcoming events and terms. 
• Maintaining health and safety standards. 
• Promoting the brand in a positive way at all times. 
• Setting up and packing down sport equipment.

Essential Requirements: 

• Minimum 2 years’ coaching experience. 
• Minimum level 2 in any chosen sport. 
• Previous experience of leading sport coaching sessions or managing a group of children within an education environment. 
• Excellent verbal communication skills. 
• Be comfortable speaking to parents and children. 
• Be comfortable liaising with school staff. 
• Experience within early years or childcare. 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

PERSONAL STATEMENT EXAMPLES



Example 
The following example shows how to address each of the highlighted points from the job description.

I believe I am suitable for the Children’s Sport Coach role as I meet all of the criteria listed in the job 
specification. I will be graduating this year with a BA (Hons) Sport Coaching and Sport Development degree 
from Solent University. I have so far finished years 1 and 2, with a first overall, and am currently on track to 
do the same in my final year. I am very passionate about coaching children and young people. I enjoy helping 
others and fully understand the benefits of a healthy and active lifestyle. I have an extensive knowledge of sport 
coaching which I have gained through my degree studies, as well as through the work placements and part-time 
jobs I have undertaken.  

My primary sport – in which I have a level 2 coaching award – is gymnastics but I also have a keen interest 
in trampolining and recently completed the level 1 coaching award in this. Prior to undertaking the coaching 
awards I was actively involved in both gymnastics and trampolining, and competed at county level on the 
vault. I believe I can bring my experience of being coached as well as my theoretical and practical knowledge of 
delivering coaching into this role. 

As a member of my local gymnastics club, I volunteer as a coach twice a week. This involves setting up and 
tidying away the equipment prior to and at the end of each session, supervising the children during the session, 
providing feedback to parents at the end of each term and following all health and safety guidelines. 

Before starting university, I had already developed good written and communication skills through working 
as a fitness instructor. This involved utilising my coaching and instructing skills as well as the need to provide 
constructive feedback to the participants. As the instructing took place in a local leisure centre, I also needed to 
liaise with other facility staff and users, which I managed to do successfully, which was a great confidence boost 
for me.  

I have always worked well as part of a team and have always taken a natural leadership role, although I can 
work in any position on a team. I worked very well as part of a team when completing the Coaching Innovation 
Programme (CIP) as part of my degree. I worked with three other students to design a scheme to tackle low 
participation rates in girls’ football within the Southampton area. For this project we worked with a targeted 
group of 12 girls in an inner city secondary school. We found it challenging to devise engaging sessions which 
were also fun and boosted the girls’ self-esteem. I also worked within a team of six during my Gold Duke of 
Edinburgh Award expedition to the Brecon Beacons. It was my time planning and preparing for this expedition, 
as well as during it, which enabled me to identify that I was a natural leader, compassionate, understanding and 
efficient at problem solving.

UK Sport’s role in helping Britain’s elite sportspeople to achieve at the highest level has inspired me and I would 
be proud to work for an organisation that supports everyone to reach their full sporting potential. 
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Some application forms will have a section where they expect 
answers to specific questions. These are obviously important 
things that the employer wants, so think carefully about the 
answers you provide. 

Many competency questions follow the format – ‘Give an example 
of a time when you demonstrated [such and such] skill?’ or 
‘Please describe …’ 

Always try to provide solid examples, including recent relevant 
evidence if possible.

When answering competency-based questions you may find it 
easier to structure them using the STAR technique.

Situation: Give some context and background information.
Task: Briefly explain what you had to do.
A ction: What you did and how you did it – details of the steps 

you took.
R esult: The facts and figures that prove your actions made a 

positive difference

COMPETENCY-BASED QUESTIONS

Here is an example using the question ‘Please describe your proudest achievement.’

In my role as a peer leader, I used my leadership and communication skills to support first-year 
students in their search for a placement.

I gave some presentations outlining resources and advice for finding a placement and arranged for 
each person to get a CV check. To help motivation remain high throughout the year, I organised 
weekly meetings to address any difficulties that students came across and also set up a Twitter 
account to share opportunities with everyone. 

The number of students going on placement increased by 25 per cent and I was proud to be 
nominated by my peers for an ‘Outstanding Contribution Award’ at the University’s annual 
Employability Celebration.
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